
Answer Key contlnued 

4. If you missed more than one in Part IV circle IV 

in the chart below. 

5. If you missed more than onp in Part V circle V in 

the chart below. 

Based on the results 6f the Pre-Test, I need work in 

the areas covered in the part c5.rcled below. 

I II III IV V 

If no objecti7es are circled go on to Quiz II A. 
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STUDENT CONTRACT II 

Turn to the next paee and carefully read the 

Section I study Guide and based on the parts of the 

Pre-Test in which you: need additional work decide on your 

time schedule. Repeat for Section II, but there is no 

pre-test for that section. 

Estimated Time: 

I will complete this section in days. 

days. 

date started date to be completed 

date started date to be completed 

student teacher 

Actual Time: 

Quiz II A 
date taken grade 

Quiz II B 
date taken grade 
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SECTIOl-T I STlJDY GUIDE 

Part I Review 

Review pp. 340- 3l~J on 1 inear equations in Chapter IX. 

Part II Objectives 1 and 2 

Study pp.]67-370 

Exercises p. 370 

Do 1, L~ , 7, 1 0 , 12, 13 , 14 , 1 6 , 1 7 • 

Part III Objectives 1 

Study pp. 370-372 

Exercises p. 372 

Part 

Do a minimum of nine in Section A and five in 

Section B. 

Study pp. 374-376 

Exercises pp. 376-377 

Do the odd or even in 1-20. 

From the Problems on p. 377 do 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 11, 12. 

( You may need to study pp. 372-373 before you can 

do the problems.) 

IV Objective 1 

Study pp. 378-379 

Exerclses p. 378 

Do 1, 4, 7, 12, 14, 15, 17. 

Problems p. 379 

Do 1 , 3, 6, 8, 10. 



Study Guide continued 

Part V Objective 3 

study pp. 379-3g1 

Exercises pp. 380-381 

Do a minimum of four problems in A and B, do 

three problems fro~ 15-20, and three from 21-2h. 

Take Quiz 2 A 

Section II 

Objective 4 

Additional Problems (Digit, motion, ~nd age problems 

using two variablesJ 

Pre-Test 

(Omitted) 

SECTION II STUDY GUIDE 

Objective 4 

Study pp. 381-386 

Exercises pp. J82-383, 384-385, 385-386 

Do two problems from each section in each group of 

problems. 

Additional Problems 

Surprize Attack in Mathematics: Problems 24, 41, 

44, 48, 49. 

Amusements in Mathematics: Problems on pp. 6-9, 11-13, 

1J-17. 
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Study Guide Continued 

My Best puzzles in Mathematics; Problems 1, 2, 53, 

81, 32, 38, 45, 1J, 48, 51, 52, 71, 72, B2, 87. 

Take QuIz 2 B 

Summary 

study Chapter Summary p. )89 

Do Chapter Tests 

Grade and if you miss three or less take final test 

for this chapter. If not, go back and do additional 

work on the ~'pes of problems you ~lssed before 

taking final test. 



QUIZ II A 

Graph each pair of equations below on the same graph 

and name the common solution. 

1. y= Jx 2 

x + y == 6 

?x'ty=8 

x - y = 2 

3. Jx: + y = 10 

x ... 2y 1IIS-2 

4. Tell whet.her the equations 3x-y = 0 and ){';' Jy:= 15 are 

consistent or inconsistent. 

5. Complete: If the graphs of two linear equations are 

parallel the equatjons have solutions in common. 

$01 ve by add! tion-8ubtraction rnethod. Use mlll tipl icatlm: 

if necessary. 

6. x + Y • 9 8. 2x - )y = 5 

x - 2 = 3 

7. x -4y - 11 

3x-2y = J 

Solve by substitution 

10. x-JY=7 

x=-4y 

11. 7x+5y=-1 

Jx+2y"O 

x + Jy = 7 

9. Jx/4 + y/2 = -3/4 

JX/2 -(y-l)/4=5/2 

12. 5x-y=2 

y-)=O 

13. 2x-y=_/.J. 5 

x=2y=JO 

14. HaJf the perimeter of a house, which is 12 feet longer 

than it is wide is 72 feet. What are the dimensions of the 

house? 

15. One catcher's mitt and 8 fielder's glove1:; cost ~~41.60. 

One catcher's mitt and 12 fielder's gloves cost $59.00. 

What is the cost of each? 
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QUIZ II 13 

1. The nn its dig i t of a two digi t numeral exceeds b.;ice 

the tens digit by t. The sum of the digits is 7. Find 

the number. 

2. Find a three d 1.&;i t number whose tens d iE"i tis 3 ~::.i mes 

its hundreds rJJ.€:lt and twlce its 1,Jn"its dte;:i.t, and "(.<11'1088 

digits total 11. 

J. Larry took 36 In inlJtes to row 3 mil es • When he rf't',lrned 

he took 90 m tnutes. ltlha t :';:88 the river' s current? 

4. A mal'1 rONS 6 mnes down::;tream in 40 minut~~s and returns 

in J hours. At the :?ame r~t t8, how fast does he go i;, 

still w,~lter ? 

5. A man is 5 times as old AS his son. Tn ~ive years he 

will be J times as old as hjs son will he. How old !s the 

son now? 
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I 

CIlt:.PTEQ XI 

THE HEf.I.: Nm1BER SYSTEl\l 

EducAtjnnal Objectives 

The student should be a1,lA to 

1. DefiYle a ratloPJl rllm1-JRr and its pri"lpert;jps; 

ways includinE bot~ fractlnns and decimals; 

1./-. Define a r , irrational l"]1Jnt,p'!, and 1. ts propertje.:::; 

~. Si~plify radlc81s and rp~'cR'. 0xpre~s1ons R~d prefor~ 

the rationql oreratio~s or them; an~ 
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T~1" ;~a ture of Ra tior,a.l Numbers 

Decimal For~s of Rat1ona 1 Numbers 

Roots of N1JrnhE'rs 

Propertips Of Irrat10n~1 Numbe~~ 

Geometric Interprctatlop of Square Roots 

Pre-Test 

Th1s Pre-Test is to ~i~ Y0U and the teacher !n 

gra<'le, rut it i2 very importa~'t. If y011 rio wnl1 on t.his 

chapter. Yon Nt11 2T8.de the test yourself and mark tr:p 

lncorrec t prohl ems. Take your t lme, t'lr~'rl{ car"'fn1.1y, and 

be fair to yourse1~. 

Part I Objective 1 ~ 2 

Express the follow'3JE: n'lmrers in fl)1lr' cl ifferent ways. 

Ir:clm1e a t leas t or:e i> rh.::' form 

{l
')"} 

....:.!:.. 
3.2= 10, J+.?, :,.2 

16 
of lni'.egers. 

EXRffiple: 

1. 21% J. -2 1/4 

2. 4.8 1/2 -3 

Whlcn is gres,tel' in each problem below? 

1 • 1 2 8 
7, 7 J. -3, J 

2. 2 .i 4. 
~, i6 '!i, ') 

../ 



Tell whether the following ~tatements are true or false 

and explain your erswer. 

•• Fo'ur is the lar[,'f:'s t in t:eger 1 ess than f1 Vi? 

). If m and n are different rational numbers there are 

an unl i:ni ted. rwmber of ":'9ti.on:'l.1 nl)mbers behleen IT. ar!,(l n. 

4. If IT. and n are rati Dna] n~)mbers there are an unljmi ted 

number of integers between m and n. 

5. a/e + b/d represents s ratlonaJ, ~~mber. 

Part II Objective? 

Express the follow: nz; rational n'imbers as declmals. 

Carry them 01Jt l:nt',l they etther terminate or repeat. If 

it is a repeating decimal indicate the di~lts whIch repeat 

themselves with a 11ar. 
1 1 

Example: 2 = .5; 3 = .J 

1 1 1 
1. '5 ? 7 3. 8" 

Express the folloNinc deci..1w.ls as common fracf::i.olls • 

1. . 4 2. .27 J. 

Part III Objective J & 4 

Evaluate the following and simplify. 

~---1. ~ 625 J. (~) 
2 

2. -~ 529 4. J2rs-
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Identify each expression as rational or irrational and tell 

the reason for YOU}' answe r. 

3. 
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PRE-TEST ANSWER KEY 

Part I 

1. .21, 21/100, .J ( .7) , .15+ .06 

2. 48/10, .6(8) , .8(6), 4.0 + .8, 

J. -9/4 , 9(-1/4) , -2-1/4, -J+J/4, -2.25 

4. -2"_1/2, -5/2, " 5 c: (-l/2) - ' !;o# • , J 

There are additional solutions possible. Check with your 

teacher if you are uncertain. 

Part I·. 

1. 2/7 2. 2/J 8/J 4. J/8 

Part I .~ 

1. True. The integers less than 5 are 1, 2, :3, .and 11-. 

Of those 4 is the largest. 

2. True. There are an infinite number of rational numbers 

less than two. 

J. True. For example: If m were 0 and 1'1 were 1 you could 

have any fraetion greater than 0 and less than 1, snch as 

l/J, 1/2,1/8,1/8, •••• 

4. False. There is a finite number. For example: If 

m were 1/2 and n were 11/5 the only integers between m 

and 1'1 would be 1 and 2. 

5. TrlJe. Assuming a, h, c, and d are integers a/b+b/d 

can be expressed as the quotient of two integers-(ad+bc)/(b+d). 
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Answer Key continued 

Part IT continued 

1. 0.2 2. 0.142857 3. 0.125 4. () .'4 

1 • 2/5 2. 3/11 3. 167/1}95 4. ~)/8 

Part III 

1. .± 25 2 • + 23 J. 13 4. + 4 - -
1. Rational, because lt equals -2 which can be expressed 

as a quotient of two integers. 

2. Irrational because it equals 3J6which ca.nnot be 

expressed as a quotient of two integers. 

3. Irrational, because it equals 2J.33-100 which cannot 

be expressed as a quotjent of two integers. 

After grading your pre-test 

1. If you missed two or more questions in Part I circle 

I in the chart below. 

2. If you missed two or more questions in Part II circle 

II in the chart below. 

3. If you missed two or more ~lestions in Part III circle 

III in the chart below. 

E~~~d on the results of the Pre-Test, I need work in 

the areas covered in the part Circled below. 

I II III 

If no areas are circled go on to objectives 4 & 5. 
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STUDEKT CONTF~CT III 

Turn to the next page and carefully read the Seetlon 

I Study Guide and based on the parts of the P~e-Test 

in which you need additional work decide on your time 

schedule. Repeat for Section II. 

Do not exceed the eight days maximum time allowed 

for each section. 

Estimated Time: 

I will complete this section in days. 

days. 

date started date to be completed 

date startp-d date to be completed 

student teacher 

Actual Time: 

Quiz I A 
date taken grade 

Quiz I B 
date taken grade 



SECTIO\J I STUDY GUIDE 

Part I Objectives 1 & 2 

Study pp. 397-399 

Exercises pp. 399-400 

Do 1 t h t 7 t 8 t 9 t 12 t 22 t 21.;. t 26 t 27b t C t 28- )1. 

Part II Objective 2 

Study pp. 400-40) 

Exercises pp. 403 

Do the odd or the even problems. 

Part III Objectives 3 & 4 

Study pp. 40J-4Q5 

Exercises pp~ 405-407 

Do at least four problems from 1-12 and three from 

13-18. Do more jf you feel you need additional 

practice. A:so do problems 19, 21, 2), 24, 26, 29,20. 

Objectives 4 & 5 (everyone) 

Study pp. 407-409 

Exercises pp. 410-411 

Do a minimum of four problems from 1-10, four from 

11-18, and three fro~ 19-24. Do more if you feel you 

need additional practice. Also do 26, 28, 30. 



study Guide continued 

study 4,11-41 J 

Exercises pp. 413 
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Do problems 1, 4, 5, 7, and 10. From the problems 

on pp. 413-414, do one from each section. 

,J1)St for F:.m--ItAt:' :!asy Square Puzzle" p. 351. :/1147 

in Amusements in Mathematics. 

Take Quiz III A 



1. 1~ .. ------------- -------------

Glven two ratlonal numbers mand n how many rational 

will lie tetwePL ~hA~? 

"I", 0/" IJ -~l(·, .~ "l-' 
.,....-1 "" I .~. 10/], 3, 

?~~d t~e num~er halfway between these nu~bers. 

ry 
( . 

11/12, 1 6. -6 3/7, _":' 4/c:; , -

grea ter t.han tl'ro? Hhy or i..rhy not? 

Hrjte e.G termjnatjng O"Y' :~'epe"l.tine- decimals. 

8. J/8 9. -4/15 

\·Jr i te a s ,~ommon frae tJ ons 

10. 11 ?01JOJ~O~ •• .J~ •• ",,'./ J\ j. 

lS7/S'J Y 

12. A decimal form of a" rational !1llm'e,PI' r/::: ej 1:1'1e1' 

or ever:t,1.l8J.ly t~ a block of fewer than dirrits. --- '-

1 J. Ty"'e of a 1. s the prod1JC ts of 

the factors each equal to that number. 

14. state the product property of square roots. 

15. state t~e qU0tie~t property of square roots. 

Evalute the f011o~ing expressions 

irS. 17. 
J 484 . 9 
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Quiz III A contlnued 

18. A is a number that cannot be 

expressed as the ratio of two integers. 

Find each square root to the nearest tenth. 

2 20. 356 

Bonus 

1. Complete: I~ ~ny rieht triangle the square of the 

length of the hypotenuse equals 

In each rieht tria~gle find the missing dimension to the 

nearest hundredth. 
If II 

2. a=15, b=20 4. a= 5, b=12 

1. a=6 miles, b= 1 J/h mjles 5. b=9meters, c= h1 meters 



section II 

1'1111tiplication, Div1.sion 8:.id Simpli.f1.catj_on of Hadicals 

Addition and Subtraction of Radicals 

Multip]tcatio~ ofFinomials containing Radicals 

Radical Equations 

Pre-Test 

This Pre-Test is to ald you and the teacher in 

establishing your atudy guide. It will not affect your 

grade, but it is very 1mportant. If you are successful 

you will be able to go on to more advanced materials. You 

will grade the test yourself and mark the incorrect problems. 

Take Y0:JT time, work caref1.11ly, and be fair to yoursel f. 

Part I Objective 6 

Express in simplest form. 

1. 6 JJ.J2 
2. 2[jQ 

3. 
Vrr 

J 3 

Part II Objective 6 

4. ( - 5ja) (3[aJ 

5. JX <rx -3) 

Evaluate the following and express in simplest form. 

1. /4 + 312+J2-
2. Ji5 -J"S 



Pre-Test contlnued 

Part III Objective 6 

1. (2 +JJ) (2 -[3) 

a =ff 
J. (4 .[2 + 1) (J [2-2) 

Part IV Objective 7 

Solve the followinp; equations 

1 • ..[;2 + 2y = 6 

2.[y-y=-2 

J. JX + 1 J = J 

4. 1/2 J10 m = 5/2 

5. rn = -n 
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PRE-TEST ANSWER KEY 

Part I 

1.6[6 

2. 2 f6 
J. 2 

4. -15a 

5. x-3 G 

Part II 
4t 

1.2+4.{2 2. f5 ( .J3- 1) 3. 15 

Part III 
7 -f5 

2. 11 3. 22 -5 [2 1. 1 

Part IV 

1. y= 2 J. x==-l l~. m= 5/2. 

2. y= -1, y==4 5. !1= 1 

After you have graded your pre test 

1. If you missed two or more questions in Part I 

circle I in the chart below. 

2. If yOl~ missed two or more questions tn Part II 

circle II in the chart below. 

3. If you missed two or more questions in Part III 

circle III in the charD below. 

4. If you missed two or more questions in Part IV 

circle IV in the chart below. 

I II III 

If no araas·::4f'e~~i:t,e1.e4 go to Quiz III B. 
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SECTIOi'~ II STUDY GUIDE 

Part Objectiye 6 

St'ldy pp. 414-415 

Exercises pp.415-416 

Do every other odd or even problem from 1-43 

and three frem 49-54 . 

Problems pp. 4l6-417--Do three from each section 

Part II Objective 6 
study pp. 417-418 

Exercises pp. 418-419 

Do problems a minimum of four from each section. 

Part III Objective (, 

study pp. 419-420 

Exercises pp. 420 

Do problems 1, 4, 7, 10, 11, 13, 16, 20, 22, 23· 

Part IV Objective 7 

study pp 421-422 

Exercises pp. 422 

Do problems 2, 4, 7, 11, 12, 20,21, 26, 27, )0, 

35, 37, 39 

Problems pp. 422-423 

Do three from each sec~ion 

Take Q1Jiz III B 

61 
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study Go.ide continued 

study Chapter Summary pp. 425-426 

Take Chapter Test on pp. 426-427 and grade. If you ~iss 

five or less you may take the final test for this chapter. 

If you missed more than five carefully work Chapter Review 

pp. 427-429. Work additional problems in areas yml are weak. 

Ask teacher for additional help if needed. Then take fine] 

test. 

Enricrnnent 

Extra for Experts pp. 431-432 

Fractional Powers of Complex Numbers: An 

Introduction to the Notion of a Riemann Surfaee, 

pp. 108-117 in Enrichrnent !1athematics for Hieh Sehool. 

Mathematical Induction, pp. 118-140 in Enrichment 

Mathematics for High School. 



Express in simplest form 

1. g JT7 • 8 JT7 
2. 2 j 3/S • 3 J5/l} 

3. 1~ #f 
..,. -

4. (-S Jab2 ) -Ja' 
Combine and simplify 

S. 14.f3. 202 
6. sf? - 2J7 
7.J20 +,fLj'5' 
8. a~ 128 - Sa ~ 32 

Express in Simplest form 

QUIZ III 13 

Solve el'"!.ch radic13.1 equa t lor] 

14. JP+2=1 

15. ~ 3x4-S = 2 



PROCEDURE 

a1eebra ~l9.f's. Thf"~ cl·:.s~: 1.s c·ne of three algebrc\ cl9.sse~ 

1n the schoo]. It ha~ tW0nty-three students of whlc~ ~our 

are soptomores and the rest are fres~mRn. The school 

irwlude:c~ gr8.:i8E· ni!'lF; thY'(,ugh twe1 ve. Grac'les,1re giY'''T 

e 1!~ry six: weeks. 

end of the year. 

95-100 per cent is an A, 88-94 G B, 75-P7 a C,and 70-74 

is aD. Trle jnd i v 1d1)& 1 teachers are permi ttefl to 

fluctuate this 9.S ~een necessary. In this project the 

writer fallowed the scalp ~ith only a few minor exceptiors. 

Thi::' elass wa:~ probably slightly at'ovE' a'.rersc:e, but 

r0t very responsive as a EY'ouP. On the first day of the 

pl.'Oject. the st1.lden"-:s were ;Tl'H~rl a brief' jr:l:rodu('.tior· and 

expl:IIl\.na tioD of whn t was to ha ppen Ln the c l:3ssY'oom :tn the 

next eieht weeks. They were tol~ such things a~ what ~on-

graded meant ann ho\,.; ~.t wCluld be appIlE'(l to tr:em. '['hey 



were told t~ey wer~ to takp 8 pre-test and ~n the basis 

of that test they wouJ~ ~e divided l~to ~ever~l groups 

were to}j\ trat thf'~J W01;}('! he permitted to pro~~rRE's at 

their own rat~ within limits. An overvjew of the entire 

material .the pre-test was to cover was then presented. 

On the second day of the experiment the class was given 

the packet for Section I of Chapter IX and instructed 

to do what they co~ld of the pre-test. At the e~d of 

the period they graded their pre-test and handed them in. 

They were instructefi to follow the assignments l.n the 

study guide that corresponded with the parts with which 

they had had difficulty on the test. 

After collecting the pre-tests the writer rechecked 

them and returned them with in8tructions on the parts the 

student should work on before taking the first quiz and 

gave an estimated ~ate for that stud~nt's completion of 

that sectton. The pup~ls were then grouped aecord:lnc to 

the assignments on which e~ch student was workjng. 

The next day, after another brief explanatlrm of what 

they were to do, they broke into their appointed groups 

and the project WR8 officially launched. 

Since the gro1lps tofere t,:! be mobl Ie, each student was 

given a place card on which to wrjte h1s assignment for 

the next day. The cards could then be placed on the desks 
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in the arran~ement of the predetermined groups for the 

day. In addition to grouping them according to assignments, 

they were sometimes placed according to~the writer's personal 

estimate of a student's capablllty in hope: of enc0ura~ing 

him to work at a faster rate. 

When a student fel t hf: had sufficiently !!lastered a 

section he took a quiz for that. sect~lon whjJ~h was included 

in their packets. Before he took the quiz he was assigned 

a general review of the section. If he was successful on 

the quiz he went on to the next section. If not v he was 

given supplementary work on that section before preceding 

to the next section. He was then permitted to go 

on. The experimenter often urged the faster students to 

take these qui~es as soon as feasible, instead of going 

over the material again and again. This was especially 

necessary in the teginning. To give both student and 

teacher at least a routh idea of what each pupil hoped 

to accomplish and when, PBch student turned in a student 

contract with his estimated date of completing each 

section. 

When the average and above average students had 

completed a chapter and had taken the required qui~es, the 

entire class was called together for a review of the entire 

chapter and the faster group was then given the test. The 

slower group was then given a week to complete the chapter. 
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After everyone h9~ taken th~ final test, the class was 

again called toeether to ttroughly discuss the test and 

to impress the main ideas of the chapter more firmly in 

their memories. 

The pre-test before each section was initially 

intended to be used to Eroup students. After the first 

time, however, the pre-test 1,'1as used mainly as a learning 

device. The stlJden ts worked t~e te st 9. t the ir 01/[n c0n'Tenience. 

Whan a student ran into difficulty, he did the assignment 

in the study guide corresponding to the part on the pre-

test with which he was having Qifficulty. Before a stUt1.eEt 

began his pre-test he was also assigned parts from the 

text of each area to be covered in the pre-test. 

Since the majority of the students had different 

assignments, they were required to keep a notebook of all 

their work and all the material passed out to thE>.m. These 

notebooks were checked weekly and the students were given 

a six weeks grade for it equal to that of a chapter test. 

This new classrDo~ set up made the role of the 

teacher rether uncertain. She served as a guide for the 

students individually th2:'ough ind].vidual help and instruction. 

She directed group activity with suggestions, instruction, 

or specific programs such as a filmstrip or project. 

Through personal conferences Ehe acted as a counselor and 

advisor on problems of pupil progress, adjustment to the 

program, or whatever problem she or the student felt 

needed discussing. Occassionally she called the class 
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together and taught them as one group. In this situation 

the students became the dominating determinate of what 

her role was to be. 

Recently the writer was able to obtain a film on 

the ungraded elementray school, "Charlie and the Golden 

Hamster" put out ty IDEA, which she showed to the class. 

This helped the students to better understand the 

type of learning situation s1tyetiQ~ that was beln~ 

sought and demonstrated what the differences between 

the familiar teacher-pupil relationship and this 

new relationship were by showing teachers and students 

in the actual situation. The film was followed by 

a question and answer period and an open discussion 

and comparison. 
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EVALUATION 

The i.nitiation of ungradedness first created mass 

chaos. It was somewhat like being thrown into fifty feet 

of water and not knoNi.ng how to swim. Both students and 

teacher were uncertain of what would happen next. From 

the viewpoint of the student the major problem of ad

justment seemed to be the sudden shift of responsibility 

for teaching process from the teacher to the student. 

The security of eonstant teacher direction was almost 

completely eliminated. If the students were insecure, 

the teacher was even more so. From the beginning of 

each class to the end the teacher was bombarded with 

constant questions and twenty-three frustrated faces. 

The period was too short to reach all of them. As 

result it became necessary to give each group a 

specific assignment and spend a designated time 

with each group during the week. 
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Eventually the students began to adjust, at least 

to the situation, and the teacher was able to schedule 

her time more liberally. The problem now existed with 

keeping the groups working on algebra and not simply 

the events of the day. One student suggested in a 

personal conference that a group leader might prove 

beneficial jn solving this problem. The evaluater hopes 

to try this by selecting the leader on some type of 

merit system. In using this procedure in the class-

room it would perhaps be possible to select older students 

to assist and work as grOlJP leaders. 

Placement in 3!'oups also presented a variety of 

problems. Some students rl.Jshed to keep up l'Jith the 

fastest group and did not do as much work as they 

needed. Others did not push themselves hard enough 

and seemed to drop down tnto the slower E:roup when they 

had the capability to be in a faster group with effort. 

There were five students who 1-'Jere average or aboye, blJt 

did not seem to mix wjth any of the students in their 

capability level. They d1cl not communicate with each 

other or the teacher. It was most difficult to determine 

their progress or feelings, but they did not seem to 

agree for this method of instruction at all. The only 
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direction forseen at the moment is to try a variety of 

groupings plus giving them more individual attention. 

Another major problem was evalue.tinE! their daily 

work. They were often given answers to check for 

themselves but there needs to be some direct evaluation 

by the teacher each day. A weekly check of their 

noteboolcs is not sufficie!1t 1::)llt checking all their 

papers daily is hjghly impractical use of time. The 

experimenter is going to attempt to have the students 

turn in just two or three problems each day for her to 

check. This will hopA~ully be some improvement over 

the present situation. 

At first, none of the students cared for this 

method of instruction. For seven months they had been 

taught in a grade~ cJasPToom situation, to which they 

had been accustomed most of their school years. Now 

the ir en.tire proced'Jre T,'f8,~3 turned ups ide dOTm and they 

faced a new, ineXperienced teacher as an added upset. 

Even the best students preferred the previous method 

for "even tho1)ch jt was borinE~" they knew exactly '\vt~at 

they doing. What was the 3dvantage of Zoin~ faster 

was interjected sentiment amo~s the more capable. To 

counteract the possible grade dlsadvAntaee of movln~ 

at a faster rate, minor erade concessions seemed only fair. 
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Grades attll see~e\l to bp tr.p jomit18tp motivat.inc 

forc.e vrhir:h iid no+: T~Tor1i: to the best I:ln van ta!.::F·' of t;.he 

progr8~. EventU91'y several of the students realized 

if they finished the alge~~A -equir22~nts t~0~ cu~:d 

begin work on geomRtry for next year a!~ this see~ed to 

There was also a ~~rcnz t~nrlency of these 2t~d8nts 

T.e> 
.1. ,. 

they CB.rr.e to 9. prol'lem 01" sec ti.OD they found d iffic'11 t, 

they saile up rather thai'] tryinC to w0rk ~.t 0ut. It 

rec;,u1 red cons tan t ('.hecki:r:~: or: t·he part of t.h'2 teacher 

Jcca t the school Via::: not 1.m:::,re.cerl. 

CQuld do -9 z=~ea t (J eal to 8ase the protlem. Th i" 'iJo1Jlc1 

who will probabJ.y fail. If they could be given an 

incomplete at the end of the year and be permitted to 

move at a slower rate, they wnuld perhaps be able to 

pass the requiremer;ts of i;·hc Gourse wi th such s! 

flexible summer pro£ram. One speclfic example 



where this strllGt11.re wo:.;ld hE:. VB been !nos t benef ie ial 

involves a 8tud~nt with above averaee ability who had 

not worked throughout the year and consequently lacked 

the neces2ary bacl{~~rn1.lY.:d. Hhen the project beSEU"\ he 

put forth a sincere effort, but when he was not very 

successful on the first quiz and felt pressured to keep 

up, he quit altogether. Attempts to convince ~i~ that 

with extra indiv:!dual attention and. a diliGent effort 

in the ~ext si~ weeks on his part could enable him to 

pass the course proved futile. The teacher finally 

offered him t11e charlee to start over in algebra to 

prepare him better for next year and merely accept 

failure for the semester. To this he has responded 

quite well but whether or not he will repeat algebra 

is still some,-rhat in question. If he had been 

per!nitted to take an incomplete he could perhaps 

have heen-::'t)riefed enou8:h to catch up and successfully 

complete the first year requirem.ents in alGebra by the 

end of the summer. 

At the present the students seem to have accepted 

this method of teachins fairly well. The film on the 

nongraded school seemed to help them better understand 

what its purpose was. Some students have eve~ admitted 

that they have begun to like it. The dominating 
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complaint from all the students was not enou~h explana

tion. Here again older students could perhaps be used 

as aids in explaining and tutoring individual groups and 

students. Perhaps more personal interviews could help 

here also, but it is difficult to work them into the 

schedule. However, overall this evaluator is fairly 

pleased with the way the project is progressing. If 

you find this evaluation vague and inconclusive, it is 

because there has not been sufficient time nor adequate 

resources for comparsion to provide any concrete evtdence 

of this eXperiment-s success or failure. A few positive 

comments can however be made. The classroom atmos-

phere is free and student responsiveness is generally 

good. The slow students have just begun Chaptex X of the 

Study Directory and the fastest students have almost 

completed Chapter XI. The slow students however are 

still slightly ahead of the experimenter's other class 

which is being taueht by the traditional method. It is 

stongly recommended by this wTiter that similar attempts 

be made on a broad basis in other mathematics classrooms. 

Through such ac tior_ individuals can take a positive step 

toward nongraded, lnd i vidual ized instruction and :90SS i bly 

encourage others to follow. (Tables comparing the t-scores 

of the ungraded and graded classes maybe found on page 76.) 
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'Hhether the none;r[~.ded school is the answer to the 

Great problems edlJCators face today and tomrrow, only 

time will tell. One fact is sure, however, and that is 

if man is to keep up with proCress we must develop every 

individual to his fullest capacity. We can no longer 

afford to waste human resources. The best education is 

the only salvation. To what extent education has of 

knov.Tled2:e lagged behinil the progress is best ilLlstra ted. 

by the statement hy Warren Weaver: 

"We can release the power of the atom, bl)t we cannot 

as yet release the potentialities of man."l 

1 
Innovation 



Ungraded Class 
Semester of 
Graded Class 

-0.114 
0.611 
0.238 
0.461 
0.909 

-0.134 
-0.134 
1.133 

-0.lJ4 
-0.507 
~.611 
0.4§2 
a.462 
0.133 
0.611 
0.611 

-0.Qc;4 
-0.554 

0.835 
-3.860 
-0.954 
-0.134 
-0.954 

76 

INDIVIDUAL COMPARISONS 
t Score 

Six Weeks 
IncludinS 
Ungraded 

0.212 
0.6()9 

-0.074 
-0.074 

0.955 
-0.417 
-0.074 

1 .. 184 
0.189 

-0.°74 
0.955 
1.012 
0.78J 
0.955 
0.212 

-2.075 
-0.074 

1.0"2.2 
-1.046 
-2.190 
-0.417 
-2.0H3 

1.012 

Graded Class 
Corresponding 
Semester 

1.595 
1.155 

-0.825 
-0.825 

0.605 
-0.275 

0.275 
-0.825 
0.825 

-1.485 
0.825 

-1.045 

Corresponding 
Six Weeks 

0.790 
0.790 

-0.062 
-1..086 
-0.023 
-0.062 

0.335 
0.335 
1.074 

-1.427 
-1.074 
-2.223 

The graded class was 
taught by a different 
teacher for five of the 
six weell:s. 

Continued .... 
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RANKING OF t SCORES 

Ungraded Class 
Semester Six Weeks 

-3.860 
-0.954 
-Q.q~4 

-0.954 
-0.507 
-0.114 
-0.] 34 
-0.134 
-0,:134 
-0.114 
-0.134 

0.133 
0.238 
5.461 
o .l1-62 
0.462 
0.611 
0.611 
0.611 
0.611 
0.835 
0.909 
1.133 

Class mean 
is .00004 
below standard 

-2.190 
-2.075 
-2.018 
-1.046 
-0.417 
-0.417 
-0.074 
-0.074 
-0.074 
-0.074 
-0.074 
().18L~ 
0.212 
0.212 
0.669 
0.783 
0.955 
0.955 
0.955 
1.012 
1.012 
1.012 
1.189 
Class mean is 
.00002 below 
standard 

Graded Class 
Semester Six Weeks 

-1.485 
-1.0~5 
-0.825 
-0.825 
-0.825 
-0.275 

O.?75 
0.605 
0.825 
0.825 
1.155 
1.595 

CIJ"~ss mean 

-2.2;~3 
-1.4;~7 
-1.0136 
-1.074 
-0.062 
-0.062 
-0.233 

0.3:35 
0.3:35 
0.790 
0.790 
1.0'74 

is .00103 
below standard 

Class mean is 
.00022 below 
standard 

It is the experimenter's opinion that t~ere is 

insufficient data and controls to draw a truly meanlYJgful 

comparison between these two classes. With the data that 

is given here there is no significant difference between the 

classes. However, this does seem sufficient evidence to 

indicate that ungrading the class has not hindered their 

overall achievement in aleebra. 
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